Faculty and Resident: Temporary Mobile Device Check-Out

The CU School of Medicine and UCHealth are collaborating to provide temporary mobile devices if a device is damaged while residents are scheduled for clinical care.

Eligibility:
• CU Faculty, resident or fellow.
• Actively providing clinical care on-site or on home call.
• Personal mobile device is inoperable.

Available Devices:

CUSOM iPhone with cellular capability that can be used outside the hospital. ONLY for HOME-CALL or if covering MULTIPLE SITES.

Check-Out Process:

1. Contact UCH House Supervisor at: 720-848-4296
2. Check out the phone and provide contact information.
3. Ensure prior user has signed out of Haiku.
4. Update contact information in Epic to include new phone number.
5. Devices MUST BE RETURNED at the END OF SHIFT.

You are strongly encouraged to replace or repair your damaged device ASAP.

The house supervisor office is in the UCH Administration Hub on the 1st floor of AIP 1 just south of the Garden View Cafeteria.